
CHEM 130 Review Session

By: Ali, Sambina and Parvin 



Agenda:

1. Acid/Base - 5
2. Thermodynamics - 25
3. Kinetics -20
4. Organic Chemistry - 30
5. Study tips - 5
6. FAQ - minimum 15

We can not cover everything, definitely due to 
limited time! So this session is not a 
replacement for your regular lectures



Acid Base

- Buffers
- Definition of strong/weak 

acid bases 
- ICE tables



Buffer

A buffer contains 0.020 mol of lactic acid (pKa= 3.86) and 0.010 mol of sodium lactate per liter.

A) Calculate the pH of the buffer
B) Calculate the change in pH that you would expect if you add 3mL of 0.05M HCl added to 1L of the 

buffer

Adapted from Lehninger principles of Biochemistry, 7th edition



Solution Part a



Solution Part b



Thermodynamics 

Things to know:
- Types of systems
- Intensive vs. Extensive variable
- Ideal Gas law
- Internal Energy of the system
- First Law of Thermodynamics 

- Ideal gas in pistons
- Calorimeter

- Second law of thermodynamics
- Spontaneity 

- Gibbs free energy
- Standard States (ΔG vs. ΔG(standard state) )
- Relationship between ΔG vs. ΔG(standard state)
- Q vs. K
- Van’t Hoff plot



Open Closed Isolated

Exchange of both Matter 
and Energy

Exchange Energy No Exchange 



Intensive vs. Extensive Variables

Independent of the size of 
the system

Dependent of the size of the 
system

Intensive Variables Extensive Variables

- Pressure
- Temperature
- Density 
- Molar Mass
- Concentration

- Volume
- Mass
- Number of moles
- Energy

Question: Is ΔG an intensive or extensive variable? 



Question

Extensive/Extensive = ?

What type of variable is molar entropy?

A. Process variable
B. Extensive variable
C. Constant
D. Intensive



Solution:

What type of variable is molar entropy?

A. Process variable
B. Extensive variable
C. Constant
D. Intensive

Extensive/Extensive = Intensive



PV=nRT

What happens to the temperature if 
you double the Volume?

In a closed system, containing ideal gas and 
isothermal conditions, what happens to volume if you 
decrease the pressure by the factor of ½ (divide by 
2)? The volume…

A. Doubles
B. Decreased by ½
C. Doesn’t change
D. Not enough information



Solution

In a closed system, containing ideal gas and 
isothermal conditions, what happens to volume if you 
decrease the pressure by the factor of ½ (divide by 
2)? The volume…

A. Doubles
B. Decreased by ½
C. Doesn’t change
D. Not enough information

What happens to the temperature if 
you double the Volume? The 
temperature Doubles as well.



Internal Energy and First Law of Thermodynamics

ΔU= q+W

ΔUSys=-ΔUSurr

Question: 100 kJ of heat is added to the system and the system does 200 J 
of work on the surrounding. What is the change in the internal energy of the 
system? 

qSys +/-

WSys +/-

What is so special about an Isolated system? What is the 
internal energy of an isolated system? ΔU=?



Solution

ΔU= q+W

ΔUSys=-ΔUSurr

Question: 100 kJ of heat is added to the system and the system does 200 J 
of work on the surrounding. What is the change in the internal energy of the 
system? 

qSys +/-

WSys +/-

ΔU= 100-200
ΔU= -100KJ



Measuring Work at different Conditions

Condition Formula to use note

Constant Volume W=-PextdV=0 ΔU= q

Constant *Pext W=-PextdV= -Pext(V2-V1)

Free expansion (no Pext) W=0

Adiabatic (q=0) W=-PextdV= -Pext(V2-V1) ΔU= W

Isothermal reversible ideal 
gas

W=-nRT ln(V2/V1)

*most common case



In an isothermal system, if w=-20 J, which of the following is correct?

A. q=+20 KJ
B. q= -20J
C. q= +20 J
D. ΔU=0 
E. 2 of the above
F. None of the above



Solution

In an isothermal system, if w=-20 J, which of the following is correct?

A. q=+20 KJ
B. q= -20J
C. q= +20 J
D. ΔU=0 
E. 2 of the above
F. None of the above

ΔT=0 

=> ΔU=0= q+W

=> q=-W



Heat Capacity and Enthalpy

H= U+PV

Enthalpy

ΔU= nCv,m.ΔT

ΔH= nCp,m.ΔT

*for enthalpy of formation: enthalpy of 
molecules such as O2, N2 is equal to 
ZERO

Heat Capacity definition: the amount of heat 
required to raise the temperature of an object 
by 1 degree (intensive of extensive???)

q=CΔT

q=nCΔT

q=mCΔT



Second law of thermodynamics 

= 0 at 
equilibrium

Important Formula:
dSsys= dqrev/T

dSsurr= -q/T

The entropy of the universe is ALWAYS 
increasing 

ΔSuniv=ΔSsys+ΔSsurr≥0

** The second law determines the spontaneity of the given 
process

**Spontaneity ≠ Rate of reaction

 



A 0.0300 mole sample of compound X with molecular weight of 200 g/mol is ignited inside of a 
calorimeter. As a result the temperature of 1.00 kg of water increases by 4 degree C. Which of the 
following is true? Water’s specific heat capacity is 4.184 J/g C. 

A. qcompound x= -16.74 KJ
B. qcompound x= 16.74KJ
C. qcompound x= 5580J
D. qcompound x=-5580 KJ
E. None of the above



Solution

A 0.0300 mole sample of compound X with molecular weight of 200 g/mol is ignited inside of a 
calorimeter. As a result the temperature of 1.00 kg of water increases by 4 degree C. Which of the 
following is true? Water’s specific heat capacity is 4.184 J/g C. 

A. qcompound x= -16.74 KJ
B. qcompound x= 16.74KJ
C. qcompound x= 5580J
D. qcompound x=-5580 KJ
E. None of the above



Which of the following will have the most negative entropy change for the system?

A. 2H2O(g) + O2(g) ⇒ 2H2O2(l)
B. 2H2O (l) + CO2(g) ⇒ 2O2(g)+ CH4(g)
C. 2NH3(g) ⇒ 3H2(g) + N2(g)
D. They all have the same entropy change



Solution

Which of the following will have the greatest negative entropy change for the system?

A. 2H2O(g) + O2(g) ⇒ 2H2O2(l)
B. 2H2O (l) + CO2(g) ⇒ 2O2(g)+ CH4(g)
C. 2NH3(g) ⇒ 3H2(g) + N2(g)
D. They all have the same entropy change



Gibbs Free Energy

ΔG=  ΔH    - TΔS

ΔH ΔS ΔG Spontaneity 

+ + Depends on T Spont at high T

+ - + Never spontaneous 

- + - Always spontaneous

- - Depends on T Spont at low T



Standard ΔG°rxn

ΔG°rxn:
- Assuming standard state
- +ΔG°rxn indicates that under 

standard conditions, the 
reaction is NOT spontaneous 



ΔG=ΔG° + RT lnQ

Where Q is reaction quotient 

**At equilibrium:
- ΔG =0
- ΔG°= -RT ln K



When can you use ΔG to determine the spontaneity of the reaction?

A. Always
B. Only when the reaction is at constant P and T
C. Never



When can you use ΔG to determine the spontaneity of the reaction?

A. Always
B. Only when the reaction is at constant P and T
C. Never



Van’t Hoff Plot

Retrieved from Ferguson (2016):  https://slideplayer.com/slide/9361796/

https://slideplayer.com/user/10808146/


The formation of Compound Z is given by the 
following equilibrium: 

X2+Y2  ==== Z2

Based on the given van’t hoff plot line equation, 
determine the entropy and enthalpy of the 
reaction.

y= -40000 x +60

A. ΔH= 332.56J  ΔS= 498.84 KJ
B. ΔH= 332.56KJ ΔS= 498.84 J
C. ΔH= -332.56KJ ΔS= 498.84 J
D. ΔH= 332.56J ΔS= 498.84 J

y= -40000 x + 60

1/T
ln

K



Solution

The formation of Compound Z is given by the 
following equilibrium: 

X2+Y2  ==== Z2

Based on the given van’t hoff plot line equation, 
determine the entropy and enthalpy of the 
reaction.

y= -40000 x +60

A. ΔH= 332.56J  ΔS= 498.84 KJ
B. ΔH= 332.56KJ ΔS= 498.84 J
C. ΔH= -332.56KJ ΔS= 498.84 J
D. ΔH= 332.56J ΔS= 498.84 J



Kinetics 
 

- Reaction rate 
- Rate Law
- Reaction order
- Integrated rate laws

- Zero order
- First order
- Second order

- Pseudo-first order condition
- Half life
- Rate determining steps
- Steady State Approximation
- Enzyme kinetics and Catalysis
- Michaelis-Menten mechanism 
- Arrhenius Equation



Reaction Rate Q

The concentrations of reactants and 
products in a chemical reaction were 
graphed below. Which reaction does 
the graph represent? 

A. A-> B
B. 2A-2B
C. 2A-> B
D. B-2A



Solution

The concentrations of reactants and 
products in a chemical reaction were 
graphed below. Which reaction does 
the graph represent? 

A. A-> B
B. 2A-2B
C. 2A-> B
D. B-2A



A → B

Assuming that the reaction given is elementary, the rate of 
reaction above is doubled by:

A. Doubling A
B. Doubling B
C. Halving A
D. Halving the temperature 



Solution

A → B

Assuming that the reaction given is elementary, the rate of 
reaction above is doubled by:

A. Doubling A
B. Doubling B
C. Halving A
D. Halving the temperature 



Rate Law

The Chemical reaction:
 R+ S → P+E 

Was studied and the following data were 
obtained using kinetic experiments at 
T=298 K. Based on the data which of the 
following is true?

A. The overall order of the reaction is 
2

B. The reaction is second order with 
respect to R

C. The reaction is first order with 
respect to R

D. The reaction is zero order with 
respect to R

[R] [S] Rate (M/sec)

Exp1 1 2.5 0.2

Exp 2 2 2.5 0.8

Exp 3 1 5 0.4



Solution

The Chemical reaction:
 R+ S → P+E 

Was studied and the following data were 
obtained using kinetic experiments at 
T=298 K. Based on the data which of the 
following is true?

A. The overall order of the reaction is 
2

B. The reaction is second order with 
respect to R

C. The reaction is first order with 
respect to R

D. The reaction is zero order with 
respect to R



The rate constant k, quadruples when the temperature increases from T=25° C to T= 50°C. 
Determine the activation energy of the reaction in kJ/mol.

A. Ea = -50KJ
B. Ea = -44.4 KJ
C. Ea = 44.4 KJ
D. Ea = 44.4 J



Solution

The rate constant k, quadruples when the temperature increases from T=25° C to T= 50°C. 
Determine the activation energy of the reaction in kJ/mol.

A. Ea = -50KJ/mol
B. Ea = -44.4 KJ/mol
C. Ea = 44.4 KJ/mol
D. Ea = 44.4 J/mol

/mol



SSA





Organic Chemistry 

Topics to cover:

● Organic molecules -
○ Define functional groups 
○ How organic molecules are connected
○ 3D structure and rotations

● Isomerism - 
○ Structural variability
○ Optical isomers

● Reactivity -
○ Intro to organic reactions



Structure

Draw line structure for the following molecule :



Answer slide! 



Constitutional isomers :
● Same molecular formula
● Different atom 

connectivities
● Have different physical and 

chemical properties 

How are these two compounds related :

Ans : Constitutional isomers 



Nomenclature 

● Name : ethyl 2-cyclopropylbutanoate
● Root - 4 Carbon atoms
● If groups with same priority, write them in 

alphabetical order 

Naming Hydrocarbons:

● Determine root - depending on number of 
Carbons in the longest Carbon chain (parent)

● Suffix - add to the end of the parent chain, 
depending on the type of Carbon-Carbon 
Bonds in the Parent chain

● Parent chain naming - Root + suffix
● Branch - root + yl (for alkyl)
● Make it have the smallest position

NAME = Branching substituent (3) + Parent Chain 
(1) + Highest Priority Functional Group (2)

* should do them in the order of the numbers 



Functional Groups 

Priority of groups is highlighted here!



Questions?

?
Make sure you practice Nomenclature a lot, like a lot a lot!!!



3D structures - Resonance

Resonance Patterns to look for :

1. Pi-Sigma-Pi
2. Pi-Sigma-Charge
3. Pi-Sigma-lone pair

Resonance Structures :

● Same chemical connectivity
● Different locations for electron pairs and 

charges
● Important to determine the stable 

resonance structures

Relative stabilities :

1. Obey octet rule
2. Minimize formal charges
3. Place formal charges



Examples

Identify the resonance patterns present Draw the arrow pushing mechanism and identify the 
hybridization of the nitrogen



Answers!

Pi-Sigma-Pi

Pi-Sigma-Lp

Pi-Sigma-Charge

Hybridization - sp2



Acids and Bases

Acid : Proton Donor

● Strongest acid has highest pKb for conjugate 
base, most stable conjugate base 

Base : Proton Acceptor

● Stronger base has a higher pKa for conjugate 
acid, most stable conjugate acid 

Determining which side equilibrium lies to : (side with 
more stable species)

● Higher pKa side is preferred (favours side with 
weaker acid)

● Electronegativity (More electroneg should have 
negative charge, sp3 < sp2 < sp)

● Polarizability (Larger ions should have bigger 
charge)

● Resonance (more # of resonant structures, more 
stable)

● Inductive Effects

If equilibrium lies to side with reactants : K < 1

If equilibrium lies to side with products : K > 1

*a lot of info, so make sure you are digesting them slowly! 



Draw a mechanism and determine which side equilibrium lies 



Solution! 

Left! Anion with stronger inductive effects due to a 
close amino group which is more electronegative 
than methyl group



Conformers

Newman projection : Definition : Different arrangements of atoms as a 
result of rotating around Carbon-Carbon single bond

Wedge-Dash

Newman projection

Fischer Projection

Ans : Right molecule here



Conformers contd.

- Bigger alkyl groups closer together, bigger 
repulsion they have due to steric hindrance

- So they have higher energy
- Gauche - more energy compared to Eclipsed

Z > X > Y > W
*This butane drawing is a common online example 



Cyclohexanes

● Axial vs equatorial positions
● Chair flip and how that changes the group’s 

positions - all equatorial becomes axial and 
vice versa

● Cis and trans - cis substituents on the same 
side, trans substituents on the same side (not 
in respect to axial and equatorial)

● Position of the equilibrium depends on size of 
substituent and bond length

● More stable if equatorial has bigger group
● Longer bond better if its axial 
● Steric hindrance between H and the other 

equatorial groupsMore stable : Left



Stereoisomers

E and Z :

E isomer - high priority groups are on opposite sides

Z isomer - high priority groups are on same sides

R and S :

● Prioritize substituents using CIP rule
● Rearrange so that #4 pointing at the back
● Draw an arrow pointing from #1 #2 #3 

○ Clockwise - R
○ Anticlockwise - S

Meso :

Have asymmetric centres (have 4 different groups) but are achiral

Chiral molecules - don’t have symmetry in the molecule, but have 
asymmetric centre

Assign R and S and determine their relationships :
Diastereomers

*Practice these a lot!!!



Relationship between molecules

Enantiomers : Two stereoisomers that are 
non-superimposable mirror images

Diastereomers : Some, not all stereocenters change 
configuration

Ans : Diastereomers
If molecules are in the same conformation, compare wedges and dashes. If all wedge ->dash 
= enantiomers, else = diastereomers



Q/A



Exam Tips

- Organic Chemistry requires a lot of practice, 
so make sure your studying includes more 
problem solving and less reading

- Review lecture slides and all the examples 
shown in class

- Past exams are good practice too



GOOD LUCK 


